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Introduction
The role that Information and Communication Technology (ICT) plays in enhancing economic, business and operational activities of both private and public institutions cannot be over emphasized. Even gadgets of ICT are now common features in our homes such as computers, GSM, DSTV connections, Internet and satellite connections, with back up interface devices, operational manuals and software's (systems and applications) to make usage easy. The use of ICT has pervaded all facets of business activities such as Agriculture, Health, Education, Economic, Tourism, Medical and Management concerns (Idowu, 2005) . ICT has made mundane, technical, difficult, computational Indexed African Journals Online: www.ajol.info jobs more interesting, less cumbersome and at times even attractive. ICT as we know it is the convergence of computers with telecommunication link. So, it is the marriage of two important technological devices to affect the world of education, business and leisure. The genesis of ICT started from counting machine and telephone, to the present day of computers, electronic networking, satellite dishes and Internet connections. This is a feat made possible by the advancement in telecommunication linkage via silicon chips, thus making geographical locations, distance and territorial boundaries irrelevant as long as there is constant power supply at the sending and receiving ends (Idowu, 2005) .
A banking revolution took place in Nigerian with the increase in the paid up capital of banks from N2 billion to N25 billion effective from 1 st of January 2006. This led to consolidation of the existing 89 banks to 25 (now 24) with the liquidation of weak banks that could not find merger partners. The revolution brought about sweeping changes to banking business in Nigeria with aggressive competition among the banks. Each of the surviving "mega" banks came up with new products, repackaged old ones and came up with efficient service delivery. This efficient service delivery was made possible through investment in ICT.
To what extent has investment in ICT benefited both the bank and customers? What are the gains from ICT and what are the shortcomings? Finding answers to these and other similar questions motivated this work. The rest of the paper is divided into four sections. Section two is on review of related literature. Section three examines ICT banking products like the Automated Teller Machine (ATM), e-commerce and m-commerce, drawing out their advantages and shortcomings to both the banks and their customers. Section four examines the investment in ICT in the last three years and its associated benefits while section five summaries and concludes it.
Review of Related Literature
A really big issue of today is globalization, which stands for worldwide processes, activities and institutions. It involves world markets, world finance, world communications etc. In recent times, the world is seen not only as a global village, but a neighborhood due to advances in new technologies -ICT.
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has been described as the field of expertise that combines informal technology (computers) and telecommunication networks (the Internet) to provide sophisticated Indexed African Journals Online: www.ajol.info applications that span the global, allowing people and computers to interact over distances to achieve common goals (Oluya and Olu -Braimoh, 2008) . ICT is a technology such as computers, software peripherals and Internet connections infrastructure required to support information processing and communication functions (UNDP, 2001) . Sesan (2001) defines ICT as the convergence of micro electronics, computing and telecommunications which has become a global phenomenon of great importance and concern in all spheres of human endeavors, spanning across education, governance, business, market, labour, productivity, agriculture, trade, commerce and others.
Aside the unquantifiable man-hours lost in queuing up in banking halls, is the cost of adopting modern tools and processes in delivering banking services (Ekemezie and Ezeorah, 2005) . Changing the way financial services are used in international trade, local trade and individual needs, according to Jain (1966) , electronic finance is forcing standardization, adding speed and reducing costs. These changes can help developing countries (Nigeria and others) improve their international competitiveness.
For any bank not to be left behind in the race to achieve multi-branch banking and deliver faster, with more innovative services, it must have to install the modern systems available. These include the banking software, computers with high-speed processors and large memories and the right personnel. For most banks, the right mix has not been achieved, and that is why return on investment has not been as high as many expected (Ekemezie and Ezeorah, 2005) . According to Odubele (2003) , flex-cube is gradually penetrating banking applications, owing to the need to have different delivering channels for the customers and also making banking business convenient to them. With flex-cube, one can have different delivering channels such as ATMs, Point of Sale (POS), Tele-banking, Internet banking etc. Arise (2004) , in his statistics of cash dispensers world wide showed that there are about 900,000 ATM locations, 32.8 million merchants' acceptance locations in over 30,000 financial institutions across six continents.
ICT Banking Products
The ATM (Automated Teller Machine) An Automated Teller Machine is a computerized telecommunication device that provides the customers of a financial institution with access to financial transactions in a public place without the need for human clerks or bank tellers (Babalola and Adebiyi, 2008 Some of the benefits of ATM as enumerated by Ekemezie and Ezeorah, (2005) are as follow:
Banks offer and manage profitable banking services without the presence of the bank's personnel (overtime costs are saved).
Maintains a bank account at very low operational costs.
Provides savings via its ubiquitous banking services.
Provides savings from the cost of moving and storing cash, which substantially reduce overhead costs, thereby yielding profits to the banks Improves customer service delivery.
Creates avenues for new income, in terms of fees and charges on their use, for banks.
Enables Nigerians to truly participate in electronic commerce, in which case, transactions can be initiated and concluded instantly for goods ordered from Europe, America, Asia, etc, and shipped vis DHL, FedEx, UPS, etc, without necessarily incurring the cost of a travel ticket.
Eliminates cash-induced robbery in our society, since there is no need for anyone to carry loads of cash either to or from any country as such funds can always be kept in the smart card.
The use of ATMs allows customers access to cash 24 hours a day and seven days a week and saves valuable man-hours for the customer and the banks African Research Review Vol. 3 (5), October, 2009. Pp.246-260 Indexed African Journals Online: www.ajol.info (Okonedo, 2009) . It likewise allows every card holder to access cash from any city or state in the country thus reducing the need to carry cash while traveling and as well as reducing the risk of being robbed.
The Problems Facing ATM in Nigeria
The problems like transmission of card details, account numbers and so on have been frequent since the inception of the cards. This point was buttressed by Ajumobi (2008) when he used the example of an applicant who bought her West African Examinations Council (WAEC) card to check for her results online but ended up paying extra fees as a result of hitches arising from this form of payment. Matthew (2008) complained about the exorbitant charges customers are forced to pay for withdrawals made. He argued that if he is to pay N50 for withdrawing N20, 000, he should pay less for withdrawing N3, 000 instead of the flat rate being charged. It is very important for customers to get educated on how to use ATM. Victor (2008) narrated his experience at observing customers having problem in using the machine. When the money in the ATM is exhausted and there are no replacements, hitches may be inevitable.
The earlier fears expressed at the inception of the ATM appear to be nonexistent. They are:
o Absence of telephones to the larger popular. Most people now have telephone sets.
o Inconsistent supply of electricity either as source of power or for recharging the battery-powered ones. Most of the rural areas, where urban dweller can make withdrawals while at their various homes, have no electricity supply. No incidence of power failure on the ATM has ever been observed by the author since the inception of the machine.
o Absence of Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT) and processing network that would facilitate transaction routing between ATMs and banks.
o High telecommunications tariffs and poor telecom infrastructure. The high cost has been passed on to the customers.
E -Commerce.
Electronic commerce is a major tool in business transactions today. Electronic commerce is the buying and selling of goods and services over the Internet, networks and other digital technologies (Laudon and Laudon, 2000, Toluwase, 2001) . Its other synonyms include e -commerce, electronic
Indexed African Journals Online: www.ajol.info business, e -business, Internet commerce, and I -commerce (Ojala, 1999 , Toluwase, 2001 (Toluwase, 2001) . The e -commerce has since changed business and social environment and many companies are now going beyond e -commerce by converting their firms to e -business through the application of information technology in all spheres of business in order to improve production and marketing efficiency.
Internet has facilitated the growth of corporations beyond traditional city, state or national market borders. Global business models on Internet are run as business-to -business, business -to -consumer, government -tobusinesses, government -to -public sector, government -to -government, consumer -to -consumer, and business -to -suppliers and consumers (Fellenstein and Wood, 2000) . It is not confined to buying and selling of goods and services directly for revenue. It does generate demand for goods and services, and do facilitate communications between business partners (Hashmi and Damanpour, 2000) .
The Gains of E -Commerce
Prior to Internet, geography, national barriers and inadequate means of communication have limited international businesses, but due to revolutionary changes as a result of economic integration and globalization trend, international businesses through Internet and commerce have grown.
The rapid growth of e -commerce and Internet businesses has affected traditional marketing intermediaries who are forced, based on the information weapon of the consumers, to provide major adjustments to their marketing mix variables in order to survive. The Internet has had a tremendous impact on industries such as entertainment/music, travel, financial serves and computer industries (Toluwase, 2001 ).
Web has also changed the nature of competition in the financial service industry. It was reported that the Bank of America had some 2 million customers who have signed up its online services, which include checking of October, 2009. Pp.246-260 Indexed African Journals Online: www.ajol.info account balances, investing on-line and application for loans (Trombly, 2000) . The traditional marketing intermediaries stand to lose unless they make major adjustments fast.
Global e -commerce allows business to be run anytime any day as any person who so wishes can access the Internet as a potential customer. ECommerce is operated from Yahoo.com to eBay.com and one of its reported successes is the Ingram Micro, world's largest business -to -business sales company. They once listed 225, 000 products from 1,500 manufacturers throughout the world. The company has over 140,000 reseller customers in 30 countries (Hashmi and Damanpour, 2000, Toluwase, 2001) .
The e -business has facilitated the growth in the use of electronic cash (ecash). This is one of the new innovations in the area of electronic payment systems. The use of Netcash is a ready example. Most goods will be delivered electronically, for instance, computer software, musical CDs, journal articles and books. When goods are electronically delivered, it eliminates the packing and forwarding charges, making those goods cheaper.
The Constraints in the Path of E -Commerce in Nigeria
When a company is seeking to capitalize and exploit the opportunities offered by e -business by globalizing their web site, one of the constraints often faced, as identified by Toluwase (2001) , is the suitability of products or services to the world economy. In the case of Nigeria, the quality, nature and the cost of the intended products must be thoroughly considered before selling online and most of Nigeria's products are raw materials and semifinished goods.
There is also the need to consider product differentiation and the decision to customize product and advertising in each country. This is a constraint in the use of e-business. Another limiting factor in the use of e-business, which is very relevant in Nigeria's case, is the issue of distribution channels and the consideration of the ability of companies to support global expansion.
Indexed African Journals Online: www.ajol.info regardless of the country or countries involved in the frauds, even countries located outside Africa, the fraudsters are Nigerians (White, 2003) .
Furthermore, a serious barrier to online transactions is lack of familiarity with items to procure. There is the need for consumers to physically see and thoroughly examine the items before procurement. The full perspective of an item cannot be gained online and this is in many ways restricting purchasing. However, there are many online transactions such as "mobile enquiry" and "mobile notification" that do not involve payment. This hindrance therefore, cannot diminish the good image of M-commerce. To help drive Mcommerce, four leading European mobile phone companies: T-mobile, Orange, Vadafone and Telefonica movies have teamed up to establish the Mobile Payment Service Association that aims to create an interoperable standard for payments using a mobile phone (Kamlibrary, 2003) . The aim of the association is to provide a secure platform to drive more customers, content providers, banks and merchants to stimulate M-commerce growth (Ayo, Olugbara, Ikhu-Omoregbe and Atayero 2004).
Investment in ICT, Does it Worth it?
Though the total amount spent by the 25 (now 24) post consolidation "mega" banks on ICT is not known at the time of writing this paper, the amount spent by one of them can be used to visualize the total amount spent by them. First Bank Nigeria Plc went to the market in May 2007 to raise N96 billion (Net) for expansion purposes. On Strategic Business Development (ATM Rollout, Call centers, Other Electronic Banking Service Channels), the bank was to spend N10.3 billion (or 10.7% of the net proceed). On expansion and upgrading of IT infrastructure -Hardware, Data warehousing and other customer relationship management applications -it proposed to spend N6.4 billion (6.7%). In all, the bank proposed to spend N16.9 billion (or 17.4%) on ICT related facilities. The question to ask is: In spite of the shortcomings of ICT banking products, what is the effect of such huge investment on the Nigerian economy?
(a) Savings in frauds and forgeries in Nigerian banks. A year after the consolidation exercise in the banking sector, the Central Bank of Nigeria's (CBN) report on fraud and forgery in Nigerian banks is positive. According to CBN (2006) , the number of reported cases of attempted or successful frauds and/or forgeries in the banking industry declined in 2006 (Table 1) .
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There were a total of 1,193 reported cases of attempted frauds and forgeries involving N4.6 billion, US$ Table 2 ). The amounts due to computer related crimes were not however separately indicated. Internet and mobile phone banking has also become a feature of the Nigerian banking payments system. The volume and value of web-enabled transactions and mobile banking transactions through the GSM were 222,210 and N3.0 billion and 40,733 and N97.5 million, respectively. 
Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations
The paper looked at ICT, appraising its banking products like e-banking, ecommerce, e-payment and ATM. It looked at investments in ICT in the last one year, assessed its contributions in the area of reduction in frauds and forgeries in the Nigerian banks and the increases in the volume and value of transactions in the banks occasioned by such investment. On the whole, it was found that the gains in ICT to the Nigerian economy far outweigh their shortcomings.
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The following recommendations are put forward for better performance.
o On ATM, hitches experienced due to system failures should be totally eradicated or reduced to the barest level.
o On e-commerce, users must be careful not to fall victims of Internet frauds. In this case, all necessary precautionary measures must be taken, including seeking experts' opinion when in doubt.
o Governments and the banks still have a lot to do in educating people on the benefits of ICT facilities and how to enjoy them.
o The incidence of frauds and forgeries in banks is still high relatively. Urgent steps should be taken to reduce it to the barest minimum.
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